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»HOT PRODUCTS
MONOPRICE

900

ISF Ultra HD 4K Fixed Frame Projection Screen
The ISF Ultra HD 4K Fixed Frame
Projection Screen features a tight,
slick surface to eliminate pixilation and distortion often seen
in lower-quality screens of the
same price. This ISF-rated screen
is ideal for getting the most out of 4K projectors to
ensure a flawless image every time.

MUXLAB

2307

4K Signage Player
Create, manage and control
streaming AV from Internet,
internal memory and external memory devices. Easily
gather, organize and schedule content and up-scale to
4K@60Hz (4:4:4) resolution. Users can create multiview window layouts and assign audio, video and
images, including text banners and logos. Content
can be scheduled in minutes.

NAD

5435

NAD CI 720 Stereo Amplifier
The NAD CI 720 stereo amplifier with HybridDigital technology is the ideal addition to today’s
advanced custom home audio systems. The amp’s “blade” form factor allows up to six Network Stereo Zone Amplifiers
to be installed neatly into a single 3U rack space,
while its highly efficient amplifier and thermostatic
cooling adds enhanced reliability.

ORIGIN ACOUSTICS

3042

Explorer Collection
New marine grade loudspeakers
offering an IPX6 rating for years of
sonic performance. Six round models: six-inch two-way and eight-inch
and 10-inch three-way models. An
eight-inch fixed pivot and a stereo/surround version.
The sole rectangular model is a four-inch by eight-inch
woofer and an aluminum dome tweeter.

PEERLESS-AV
UltraView UHD Outdoor TVs
An ideal solution for outdoor entertainment and
living, the UltraView UHD
Outdoor TVs are equipped
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with 4K resolution and provide a crisp, clear picture,
even in bright ambient light. Available in 49-, 55- or
65-inch models, the UltraView UHD Outdoor TV
features 4K resolution and support of HDMI 2.0
and HDCP 2.2 for increased compatibility with 4K
sources, providing unparalleled picture clarity. There
is no need to change filters or service the TV, creating
a maintenance-free outdoor entertainment solution.

PHASE TECHNOLOGY

5313

HV Subwoofers
Phase Technology (via its parent
company, MSE Audio) is shipping
the HV subwoofer line, which
includes the HV101-LP, HV101-II
and HV121-II. Each sub includes
on-board DSP smart limiting to monitor and adjust
output for dynamic, undistorted bass, along with a
gain control, phase switch, variable crossover, L&R
inputs and a dedicated LFE input.

PLATINUM TOOLS

4352

Keystone CAT6A Jacks
The new Keystone Cat6A Jack’s toolless design reduces tool cost, since
no punchdown tool is required. The
color-coded wire guide ensures pairs stay in the proper
order for fast, easy terminations. This keystone jack is
also designed to be reusable and comes in multiple colors, so it can be used to replace old, worn out jacks or
be integrated into newer projects with little difficulty.

THE POWERHOUSE ALLIANCE

2925

A2V High-Speed HDMI Cables
The A2V line of certified premium
high-speed HDMI cables features
both regular and ultra-slim versions. With lengths ranging from
one foot to 30 feet, each cable
enables the transmission of High Dynamic Range
(HDR) video, full 18Gbps bandwidth, and includes
UltraHD 4K@60Hz-4:4:4 chroma sampling. Each
model is Certified Premium HDMI guaranteeing
installations are ready for today’s 4K/UltraHD environment. The new HDMI cables also support up to
32 audio channels with ARC for a multi-dimensional,
immersive audio experience.

PROVIDEOINSTRUMENTS

1907

VuMATRIX Receiver-Transmitter
ProVideoInstruments’ VuMATRIX is a 4K high-definition receiver and transmitter set distributing HDMI

over an existing one
Gb IP network. With
unlimited expansion
capabilities, the VuMATRIX allows users to connect
a transmitter for each source and a receiver unit for
each TV on the network. Ideal for creating reliable,
eye-catching video walls, the VuMATRIX can group
multiple receivers with plug-and-play presets through
PVI’s free control software and the system can be controlled with the software or an included IR remote.

PSB

5435

SubSeries Subwoofers
A pair of affordable yet formidable
subwoofers that are equally at
home in a home theater or highperformance music system, the
SubSeries 250 and SubSeries 350
models utilize a compact sealed cube design and are
housed in a beautifully finished high gloss black cabinet that makes for easy placement in the home. The
SubSeries 250 and 350 Subwoofers offer extensive
musicality and high-power bass impact.

RAYVA

SR6

Home Theater Configurator
Rayva makes it easier to select
and specify theaters with its
Home Theater Configurator.
Simply select a template based on room size, pick
equipment of your choosing, choose from 12 curated
interiors, and voila. Installer now have options and
flexibility to suit every clients’ needs.

REVEL

4621

Concerta2 Series Loudspeakers
Concerta2 Series is a complete lineup
of home theater and music loudspeakers that incorporates numerous design
and engineering upgrades to deliver
exceptional sound and sets a new benchmark in highend loudspeaker value. Concerta2 Series loudspeakers employ a one-inch aluminum tweeter with an
integral phase ring, derived from Revel’s Performa3
Series, to deliver detailed and transparent highfrequency response.

REVOLUTION ACOUSTICS

3921

RevNet 2140 Class D amplifier
Suitable for a wide range of applications including
whole-home audio, home theater and commercial uses, RevNet amplifiers bring superior power
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